PART FOUR: AWARENESS
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A

Introduction

11.1

Having set the scene in Chapter 10 by looking at the BBC’s culture
generally, and then the culture specifically in the BBC Manchester
television newsroom, we now move to consider the third Term of
Reference, namely the extent to which BBC personnel were, or
ought to have been, aware of Hall’s inappropriate sexual conduct on
the BBC’s premises. Some of the members of staff who worked with
Hall over the years have differing recollections about events in which
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he was involved. The accuracy of their accounts depends on the
period in which they worked with Hall and the jobs they did. This last
point is important, because it determines how much contact they had
with Hall, and thus the opportunity they had to observe his conduct.
To address that point we set out below a brief description of the
typical working day in the newsroom, with some indication of who
was where during the day.

Then we proceed to consider the

evidence of the staff’s awareness of Hall’s conduct, with section
headings reflecting features that emerged from the evidence; this is
followed by a summary of the evidence of the Manchester
Management’s awareness of Hall’s conduct, and finally the
awareness of staff and Management who worked for the BBC but
not in the newsroom in Manchester.
B

A typical working day

11.2

The daily routine would start with an early morning meeting at about
9.00am in Mr German’s room, with the reporters and journalists
present. During the meeting ideas on features would be discussed,
the producer of the day would “steer the ship through”; most of the
reporters and journalists would then leave the office to go about their
work. They would be out of the office for most of the day, returning
only later in the afternoon to put together the fruits of their day’s
labours in readiness for the evening’s programme. This means they
would have less exposure to Hall than others working on the
programme in the newsroom. When they returned the newsroom
would be particularly busy and noisy, alive with the sound of manual
typewriters. There would be a meeting in the afternoon, chaired by
the Head of News, with the two assistant regional news editors, who
would discuss the content and running order of the evening’s
programme. There would be rehearsals, and then the programme
itself, which went out at about 6.15pm.

11.3

Hall would sometimes arrive at lunchtime or early afternoon but
usually he came into the newsroom sometime after 11am and would
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go out to lunch. On his return he would go to his dressing room,
until he was called on at about 4.30pm to rehearse for the evening
show.

Initially Ms McDougall used to call Hall or go to get Hall

herself, but then Peter Barlow (described as Hall’s “factotum”, see
paragraph 5.55 above) seemed to put himself in between Hall and
everyone else, and he would go to fetch Hall. Hall spent his time
between his desk in the newsroom and the dressing room. After the
programme, some staff would go for a drink in the BBC bar before
going home, some would go straight home. There would be hardly
anyone around after 8.15pm when the bar closed save for one
journalist and a secretary remaining for the late news.

As for

Management, witnesses suggest (although Mr Colley himself
disagrees with this) that Mr Colley kept mainly to his office during the
day, but Mr German would be in and out of the newsroom regularly.
C

Awareness of the staff in Manchester of Hall’s sexual activities
on BBC premises (Third Term of Reference)

11.4

Hall’s ability as a presenter is described at Chapter 5, Part D. In this
part of the Report (Chapter 11, Part C), which is focused on the third
Term of Reference, we move on to the different aspects of the BBC
personnel’s awareness of Hall’s inappropriate sexual conduct, as set
out at paragraph 11.1 above.

(i)

Awareness of Hall’s conduct generally

11.5

With a few exceptions, the majority of witnesses we have spoken to
knew or had heard that Hall was a womaniser, or, to use the more
old-fashioned term “a ladies’ man”; “he made no secret of [it]”.
Speaking of the early days in the late 1960s, John Mapplebeck said,
“Of course, even the most dedicated editor cannot help but be
aware of the private life of his contributors. It was obvious that
Stuart was, in that now rather archaic term, a womaniser”.
Hall was described as seeming almost to be “obsessed with
women”, and an “incorrigible womaniser”.

“Hall loved women and

they gravitated towards him as a result of his showbusiness
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persona”. It was said that Hall had been involved in a relationship
with one, if not two, female colleagues in the newsroom.

Hall

declined, through his lawyers, to comment on this piece of evidence,
saying that this was an unspecified allegation as to the identity of the
female colleagues and the evidence relied upon. Hall did however
comment that relationships amongst staff in the workplace were and
remain commonplace.
11.6

Mr Delahaye described Hall as exuding a “laddish sexuality”, created
by his “body language and banter”. He had a very “buccaneering”
attitude and for him life was to be grabbed and enjoyed. He was
very physical even with men.
“We said, ‘well that is Stuart. That is how he is’. Now as far as
I’m aware, we, the male members of the newsroom, it didn’t
bother us, but I can quite understand why the female members
might have felt there was an element of him being sexually
predatory…”
Mr Delahaye said that Hall’s conversation would contain sexual
innuendos and he would tell risqué anecdotes. There was “great
hilarity” when Hall told them about one occasion when he was
“topping up his suntan” and “fell asleep on the couch and managed
to sunburn his private parts…[it] was a source of considerable
jokiness”. The reaction to Hall’s banter was “this was Stuart… Stuart
was larger than life.

He was a lad. That would have been the

reaction”.
11.7

We heard about Hall making jokes concerning a female member of
the production team being a virgin and about Hall offering a gold
watch to any male to be the first person to sleep with that individual.

11.8

Hall’s risqué banter is further exemplified by a story told by Mr
Ireland; upon meeting Mr Ireland’s wife at a BBC Christmas party,
Hall said “Who is this charming creature?” Mr Ireland introduced his
wife and Hall “took his car locking fob out of his pocket and clicked it
twice. Then he said… ‘Oh, it’s not working.
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Normally, people’s

knickers fall down when I do that’. And we both laughed. Neither of
us took any offence. In truth it was the sort of banter which was
common at that time. As regards this incident we just said… ‘Typical
Stuart’”. According to Mr Ireland, this sort of conduct was not unique
to the BBC and he made the observation that, during the 1970s,
both he and his wife had experienced far worse office banter at other
workplaces: “at least Hall’s had been said in a mischievous manner,
more designed to raise a laugh than with any more serious intent”.
11.9

One witness, AH2, described Hall having conversations with people
he was very friendly with, such as Peter Barlow, “about women: what
their figures were like and things like that”. Their conversations, “as
with most of Stuart’s conversations [were] a little inappropriate or
sexual”. According to Mr Clarke, when Hall came into the newsroom
he would have his arms around everybody, kissing them. A lot of
the women appeared to enjoy the attention, but Mr Clarke agreed
with Linda McDougall, who told us that Hall was a nuisance to
women. “He seemed to use women, if that makes sense.

I

mean…you didn’t see it from anybody else, it was just him”. Hall
was always jokey, a little risqué in the studio. Mr Clarke described an
incident shortly after 1981, at a time when Hall was said to be having
an affair with a female police officer who would visit him at the
studio. Hall produced to those in the newsroom some pubic hair
which he said the police officer had sent him. Hall sniffed the pubic
hair and told those present who it came from.

There was little

reaction from the assembled staff.
11.10

As a result of Hall’s inappropriate behaviour, John McManus would
warn some of the young secretaries and trainees about Hall. He
asked a female member of staff about Hall’s behaviour and was told
that there was nothing to worry about. In a joking tone, he even told
Hall to keep away from his daughter or he would break his legs, or
his daughter would do it herself. However, he did not think that the
young women working in the newsroom took Hall seriously.
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He

found Hall’s apparent lack of respect for women with whom he had
relationships distasteful.
11.11

A more positive picture of Hall’s day-to-day conduct is painted by Mr
Snell who remarked that Hall felt like a “breath of lively air”. “He was
a much more jovial character who wanted to laugh and joke and see
an enjoyable side of life”. Hall was the kind of man “who was kind of
bubbly and very friendly and that’s how his way of being friendly
worked with women”. Mr Snell remarked that Hall was “a very jolly
sort of slappy sort of person” and he would not be surprised if Hall
had put his arm around him.

11.12

For reasons beyond our control, we heard evidence from only a few
of the secretaries or copy takers who worked in the BBC Manchester
television newsroom.

We are aware from AH3 that there are a

number of women who worked in the newsroom who do not wish to
assist the Hall investigation. However, we were told by witness AH2
that he gained the impression that the secretaries talked to Hall, but
kept their distance because of his reputation. Hall would go over to
an attractive secretary and start trying to open a conversation; they
would be polite but would not encourage any further conversation.
They would sometimes say that Hall was only interested in one
thing. AH4, who wrote to the BBC in December 2012, said that,
during her time working in BBC Manchester, particularly at Piccadilly
Gardens,
“absolutely none of us ladies would walk up the narrow stairs in
front of him, whether wearing a skirt or trousers. You could say
‘he had very wandering hands’. In those days our complaints
would have been wiped aside – public persona was
everything…”
11.13

Irene Knowles started work at the BBC in 1965 as a secretary on
Look North and a year later became the secretary to the chief news
assistant, initially Mr German and then Mr Knowles, until 1975. She
then became a production assistant until 1991. She had no personal
experience of Hall’s inappropriate behaviour and she was not aware
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of any female in the office who did. Jean Paterson, who was Tom
German’s secretary, echoed similar sentiments in her letter to the
Hall investigation.

Her office was opposite Hall’s dressing room.

She did not witness or hear anything inappropriate. Jean Tetlow, a
production secretary in the newsroom during the relevant period,
stated in a letter to the Hall investigation that Hall “was polite and
respectful to all the ladies in the newsroom”. She did not witness
anything inappropriate in Hall’s dressing rooms at either the
Piccadilly or Oxford Road premises.
11.14

However, some female editorial staff had different views and
recollections. Ms McDougall wrote an article in The Sunday Times
and gave evidence to the Hall investigation of the almost daily
sexual harassment she experienced at the hands of Hall. As she is
one of the few female witnesses who worked in the office who gives
such evidence, we set it out in some detail.
“Stuart Hall was the star of the show at BBC Manchester. He
told jokes endlessly and roared with laughter after every one. If
you were female, at the slightest opportunity he put his arms
around you and forced his body against yours.
He breathed hot air in your ear. If you were sitting when he
came into the room, you were just presenting him with more
interesting angles of approach…He could stroke your knee or
tweak your stocking top, put his hand on your breast or rub your
back.
In my case - it was less than a year since I had arrived from
New Zealand- all this was accompanied by a loud commentary
about my ice cold responses to his ‘harmless’ handling of any
part of me he could get hold of”.71
Ms McDougall told the Hall investigation that Hall would show up at
about lunchtime and within seconds would be touching her under the
guise of saying good morning; it could be rubbing his hand across
her neck or ruffling her hair or other forms of touching. He would
touch her more than once a day.

71

She was the youngest of the

L. McDougall, “He seemed unable to talk to any woman without touching her”, The Sunday Times, 5
May 2013.
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women in the newsroom.

She never saw Hall touch the other

women in the same way.
11.15

These incidents would take place mainly in the newsroom.

She

would push Hall away or tell him to “stop it” and he would say words
like “Oh, come on” or “[you] can’t take a joke”.

When she

complained, the other women in the newsroom, who were typists
and generally much older than her, would tell her “that’s the way
things are” and she ought not to take it seriously. Ms McDougall told
us that the manager, Mr Colley, was present during some of the
incidents of touching.

Ms McDougall would protest and ask Mr

Colley to make Hall stop. She said that Mr Colley’s reaction was
either to laugh it off, or to say words to the effect,
“‘You could handle that Linda, couldn’t you…you’re a big tough
girl, you should be able to handle that sort of thing’…It was
made clear to me all along that I was a troublemaker because I
should just accept things the way they were. It wasn’t serious”.
11.16

It should be pointed out that there are members of staff who worked
in the newsroom at the same time as Ms McDougall who told us that
they did not notice much of what she describes, and whose
impression was that Ms McDougall and Hall got on well together.
However, AH2 did witness some of what Ms McDougall has
complained about:
“Someone with Stuart’s obvious temperament of liking to be with
women and this habit of slipping his arm round their waist and
generally sometimes…putting his arms all round her…”
However, he too thought that Hall and Ms McDougall seemed to get
on well. “I always got the impression that Linda enjoyed a sort of
chat with [Hall]”. Hall would sometimes have his arms around Ms
McDougall and “she would shout ‘get off you’ and then there would
be general laughter”. Ms McDougall told the Hall investigation that
she “didn’t see the joke”.
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11.17

Mr Colley himself recalls Ms McDougall complaining to him about
Hall. Mr Colley told the Hall investigation that he rebuked Hall for his
conduct. Hall, however, denies this. According to Mr Colley:
“Linda and Stuart had a very rocky relationship… there certainly
was a friction between them and, yes…I don't recall that she
made much of her dislike of Stuart touching her, except on one
occasion.
Q. What do you remember of that occasion?
A. Well, I remember that…I don't remember what the hell Stuart
did, but I remember that Linda took exception to it and asked
me to do something about it. Now, she didn't make a formal
complaint, she made an informal complaint. And what I did
about it was take Stuart aside, not in the newsroom, I can't
remember where I had the conversation, and to rebuke him
informally. I explained to him that his relationship with Linda
McDougall was doing the operation no good, I wasn't
apportioning blame, I wasn't saying it was her fault or his fault,
but it didn't have to go on. It was improper of him, I rebuked
him for touching her. I can't remember how the hell he touched
her. I don't think it was sexually offensive, I think he just put his
arm around her. But I made it absolutely clear to him that he
was not to do that in future and I suggested it would be a good
idea if he actually grew up and stopped goading her. I asked
Linda also to try and get on better with Stuart. Again, I said, ‘I'm
not blaming you and I'm not blaming him, but patently your
relationship is not doing the operation any good. Please let's try
and have no problems in the future’. Now, as far as I know,
Stuart didn't irritate her anywhere near as much in the future as
he had done in the past. Linda did not make a formal complaint
ever and she didn't complain informally again as far as I know.
I believe she said…that I gave her the impression that I thought
she was capable of dealing with such things….because she
herself had told me, with relish, about hitting [another male
presenter] on the head with a clipboard when he'd irritated her
when they were out filming on location. Knowing that, I
assumed that hitting Stuart Hall on the head, if necessary,
wasn't beyond her. I did explain that it wouldn't be a very good
idea if it happened. I'm sorry if the incident causes her distress
40 years after the event, but she didn't complain formally or
informally ever again, she never expressed dissatisfaction with
the measures that I had taken”.

11.18

CH22, who worked in the newsroom in the early to mid-1980s,
described how Hall would push himself at her and “grab a boob”.
She did not report this to anyone.
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She thought that if she had

reported the incident, people might have said “that’s Stuart Hall for
you”. She would not tolerate such behaviour now.
11.19

Peter Holland, a regional journalist for North West Tonight working in
the Manchester newsroom from 1988, observed Hall’s conduct
towards a female contributor on a weekly cookery item on North
West Tonight.

According to Mr Holland, Hall never missed an

opportunity to get as close as possible to her as he could. She then
began to make excuses for not being able to appear on the show
and then suddenly the item in the programme was pulled without
explanation.
11.20

Mr Holland recalled another incident which caused him some
disquiet, when Hall was taking Mr Holland for a ride in his new Ford
Sierra RS Cosworth. During the drive, Hall referred to the car as “a
fanny magnet” (not an uncommon phrase for fast cars at that time),
but Hall went on to tell Mr Holland of an occasion when he had two
young girls in the back of the car and one of them had played with
herself whilst Hall watched in his rear view mirror.

11.21

As for other female staff, a senior female researcher in the early
1970s said that, although she had heard the rumours about Hall’s
infidelities, she had had no problems with him. His infidelities were
well-known. She described Hall as “touchy in a flirtatious way”. She
observed that putting your arm around a woman in those days was
acceptable, although it would not be today. This latter sentiment
was echoed by AH11, a woman who worked at BBC Manchester in
the 1970s and the 1980s. AH11 said that most of the banter in the
office came from Hall and was laughed off.

As for herself, she

thought that most of his boasting was hot air. She personally had no
problems with Hall.
11.22

Diana Mather, a presenter in the 1980s on Breakfast News would
deal with Hall’s flirtatiousness by saying to him “Oh, for heaven’s
sake”. She did not view Hall as a predator although she had heard
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of his extra-marital affairs. She said that some of the things that Hall
said then might be considered inappropriate today but they were not
back in those days and she did not consider Hall to be behaving
inappropriately.
11.23

A female employee who worked in the newsroom during the 1970s,
used to laugh along with Hall’s jokes as did the others. Hall never
did anything inappropriate towards her.

11.24

Although Joanne Whewell did not work with Hall, she had been
warned by a female member of her team, albeit in a jokey manner,
that she should try to avoid Hall and not be left in a room alone with
him. She was one of the few female managers at the time, and
some of the older males would see females as an easy target.
There was a power imbalance and a minority of men who thought
they could make inappropriate comments and advances to women,
Hall being one of them. However, she had no problems with him,
and the attitudes did not bother her as she was a strong person.

11.25

Although it must be borne in mind that she worked with Hall much
later, Deborah McGurran, a regional journalist who helped Hall on a
weekly North West Tonight feature called Stuart Hall’s Post Bag for
nine months in 1990, did not experience any inappropriate sexual
behaviour by Hall. She said that, although Hall tended to make light
of everything and joke around, he was professional about
presenting. She saw no sexual impropriety by Hall towards anyone
else in the newsroom.

11.26

Cathy Smith, who also worked with Hall between 1988 and 1990,
albeit not closely, did not witness any inappropriate touching of other
women, nor did Hall behave inappropriately towards her.

She

thought that this could be put down to the women with whom Hall
was working being intelligent and professional, and he would have
known that they would not have wanted to have much to do with
him.
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11.27

It is interesting to note that, almost without exception, the female
members of staff who had no problem with Hall’s conduct have been
described by their colleagues or by themselves as being strong, nononsense women.

(ii)

Awareness of Hall’s visitors to the BBC

11.28

Most witnesses had seen guests of Hall’s come into the newsroom
and/or studio. Most of the guests were women. Irene Knowles, who
noticed Hall bring guests, both male and female, into the newsroom
occasionally, assumed that the people who came in were connected
to Hall’s non-BBC freelance engagements. A few witnesses claim
not to have seen any guests, but the nature of their jobs and the time
of the guests’ visits provide an explanation for this.

11.29

Asked about Hall’s visitors to the BBC, Mr Clarke said “There’s that
many people, a lot of people. With Stuart you just did not bother,
really, you know, there would be comings and goings…”.

He

recalled a specific occasion when he saw Hall bringing two girls,
aged between 14 and 16, to his dressing room, possibly at Oxford
Road, during the preparation for a Children in Need programme. Mr
Clarke’s recollection accords with the evidence of CH6 who
remembered going to see Hall with her friend on the set of Children
in Need.

Mr Clarke observed that no other presenters brought

young or adolescent girls into the newsroom/studio. It might also
have been CH6 and her friend who were seen by Deborah
Robinson, a freelance and later broadcast journalist working in
Manchester from 1988. She recalls two occasions when she went
into the Green Room at Oxford Road and on both occasions there
had been a man with Hall and two girls aged about 16 or younger,
who she assumed were the male guest’s relatives. She thought it
unusual for guests to bring relatives with them. She could not recall
if it was the same two girls on each occasion.
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11.30

Jean Tetlow recollected seeing Hall with female guests at Oxford
Road on two occasions.

On the first occasion, Hall was in his

dressing room with three ladies who were “probably in higher
education” and receiving elocution lessons from Hall. She was also
introduced to CH21 by Hall and described her as a “respectable and
mature young woman”.
“I knew the Reception and Security people quite well and no
mention was ever made to me about very young girls visiting. I
didn’t see - or hear - of any young people calling on Mr Hall”.
11.31

Several witnesses saw Hall in the company of about one woman
every fortnight at the BBC. Mr Duckenfield said the women were in
their mid-20s to mid-30s.

He was never introduced to them; he

assumed Hall was taking a sexual interest in them. Mr Delahaye
also recalls one young woman who came to the newsroom with Hall
quite a few times over a matter of months; she would stand looking a
little embarrassed and then Hall would take her out.
11.32

Hall met the woman police officer with whom he was said to be
having an affair (referred to in paragraph 11.9 above), when making
an episode of It’s a Knockout. She came to the BBC to visit on
several occasions. Mr Ireland said that when Hall was asked if he
was “knocking about with her”, Hall said he was although “he
wouldn’t go around boasting…but…he wouldn’t shy away from
admitting certain things”. Mr Ireland said that people just accepted
“that Stuart was Stuart”. The Hall investigation heard about this
affair from a number of witnesses. Among them, Martin Henfield told
us that sometimes, on Fridays, Hall would bring her to the
newsroom, introduce her and then they would disappear into the
dressing room.

He did not know what they were doing behind

closed doors. In the first few days of joining Look North West as a
journalist in 1979, Mr Henfield recollected being told by another
reporter that “we don’t talk about Stuart’s women”.

Mr Henfield

asked “what women?” and was told “we don't say anything because
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it might be bad for the programme". Mr Henfield was left baffled and
the warning was not repeated.
11.33

AH3 remembered the woman police officer, and a second woman
with whom AH3 considered Hall was having an affair who was the
wife of someone involved in It’s a Knockout.

11.34

Ms McDougall told the Hall investigation that Peter Barlow took calls
from the commissionaire’s desk and brought the female guests
(including some footballers’ wives) up to Hall’s room. Mr Barlow
would go back later and escort them out of the building.

11.35

The Hall investigation was told that there was some speculation
about what Hall was doing with the women visitors:
“…there was sometimes speculation, as men sometimes do, as
to what had happened or what was going to happen, was he
fixing up a date with the lady he was showing round or…We
didn’t know, at least I certainly didn’t know, as to what he was
doing”.
Once or twice someone said “I wonder if he ever gets fresh with
them in any part of the building, the make-up room”.

11.36

On another occasion, Hall was with a young woman in the
newsroom when a member of the editorial staff noticed Hall’s wife in
the car park. AH2 alerted Hall who hurriedly asked Peter Barlow to
show the lady around the building. The Hall investigation was told
by another witness that it was apparently a running joke in the
newsroom,
“that when Hall’s wife turned up unexpectedly they would ‘batten
down the hatches’ and make sure they got all of Stuart Hall’s
women out of the building”.

11.37

It should be noted that when there was a genuine need for Hall, or
any other employee, to bring guests onto BBC premises, there were
a number of locations to which they could be taken, for example, the
canteen, one of the green rooms or the BBC Club. There was clearly
no need for guests to be taken to Hall’s dressing room.
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(iii)

“Nieces” and elocution lessons

11.38

CH6, one of the girls invited by Hall to the BBC studios for elocution
lessons, told the Hall investigation that Hall referred to her and her
friend as his “nieces”,72 a description which those staff who heard it
knew was false. Mr Clarke said:
“In the middle of the newsroom there’s a pillar, there’s four
monitors on the pillar and [you] could watch whatever’s going on
in the building…and you could be watching what’s going on in
the studio, and there would be…a young person might be on the
screen doing the weather or reading the news bulletin, and
somebody would look up and say ‘Oh, who’s that?’ and
somebody else would say, ‘That’s one of his nieces.’ That’s how
it came about, because at some time or another, somebody had
said to him ‘who’s that?’ and he said ‘Oh, it’s my niece’”.

11.39

Hall would invite girls who were interested in television to the studio
to try out presenting the weather or something similar. Mr Clarke
could not say how many different girls he had seen doing this, but he
had seen girls aged between 14 and 16 on the studio monitor at
Oxford Road possibly between five and 10 times. He knew they
were not Hall’s nieces, but it did not bother him because he just
never “thought that way”. He thought they could have written in to
Hall and asked to come in. There was no real discussion amongst
the staff about whether Hall was involved with the “nieces”.

11.40

Mr Duckenfield had heard it said, “Oh, it was one of Stuart’s nieces”
in the newsroom. He thought it referred to the women he had seen
coming in to the premises. They had been described as “women of
the footballers’ wives variety”, which he thought was “probably a
fairly apt description”. One of them he knew was a footballer’s wife.
As to whether colleagues commented on it, Mr Duckenfield said that
it was more a “sort of nod and a wink”.

11.41

Stuart Flinders, who joined the crew of North West Tonight in 1990
as a broadcast journalist, told the Hall investigation how colleagues
who had worked with Hall before Mr Flinders joined the BBC joked

72

See paragraph 8.29 above.
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about his elocution lessons and his “nieces”. He understood that
elocution lessons were a cover story for staff at reception for people
coming in to have sex with Hall on the premises. The same applied
to the “nieces”. Mr Flinders did not understand the “nieces” to be of
a young age.
11.42

Dave Guest heard gossip in the canteen about Hall:
“…it was one of those apocryphal things that…you know Stuart
Hall had ‘nieces’, i.e. what I read that to mean was young
women”.
“…you know how people are in a canteen when they are in a
group, and they go, ‘Oh Stuart’s nieces, ha, ha, ha’…they were
potentially talking about young women. But women, not
children”.
Mr Guest was surprised when he heard this because he wondered
why young women would be attracted to Hall as he was quite an old
man at the time. However, Mr Guest did not give it much further
thought. Robert Khodadad and Karen Stockton also heard rumours
about Hall’s “nieces”.

11.43

Even if the girl had been 17, the attitude at the time would probably
have been the same. AH11 said:
“I have a feeling that back in the 1970s no one would have taken
it very seriously and far from bringing the BBC into disrepute,
popular reaction then might well have been broadly along the
lines of either: ‘Good luck to him if he can pull a pretty young
thing’ (male reaction). ‘Her parents should have brought her up
to be more sensible’ (female reaction). In other words I find it
hard to believe that in the 70s, a 40-year old celebrity having a
‘fling’ with a 17-year old would have caused any outrage or
particular comment. I remember too many young girls throwing
themselves at ‘stars’”.

(iv)

Awareness of Hall’s sexual activities in his dressing room

11.44

The focus of this section is Hall’s dressing room at the Piccadilly
premises and at Oxford Road which is where the alleged sexual
conduct at the BBC described in Chapters 6 to 8 (as opposed to the
risqué banter and sexual harassment of BBC staff) took place. The
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witnesses were keen to impress upon us that they had no actual
knowledge of Hall’s activities in his dressing room, as they had not
seen anything personally.

All of them had been horrified by the

revelations of child sex abuse in the criminal proceedings against
Hall. They had not believed the allegations until Hall had pleaded
guilty to the counts on the first indictment in April 2013.
11.45

No evidence has been placed before us to lead us to conclude that
there was any member of staff who actually witnessed (and, so, had
direct personal knowledge of) Hall’s sexual activities in his dressing
room or elsewhere. However, the evidence shows that there was
certainly an awareness of what was going on, albeit not from direct
personal knowledge. As already noted at paragraph 5.55, the Hall
investigation heard that the person who would have known most
about Hall’s activities at the BBC was Peter Barlow, a floor manager,
who was seen as Hall’s “factotum”. He has died and, as a result, I
am unable to reach a conclusion on the extent of his awareness of
Hall’s sexual activity in his dressing room. As Mr Barlow is dead, the
evidence of Gerry Clarke, another floor manager at the relevant
time, took on a particular importance when we addressed the third
Term of Reference.
a) Opportunity

11.46

Before looking at the evidence of Mr Clarke and other witnesses, it is
important to reflect upon some of the observations made about
opportunity and the difference between the Piccadilly building and
the Oxford Road premises. This has already been touched on in the
description of the premises in Chapter 5. As to opportunity at the
Piccadilly premises, Mr Ireland told the Hall investigation that there
was “an ageing commissionaire” on the front desk and there were no
security passes; Hall could easily have taken people to his dressing
room had he wanted to, but Mr Ireland had no evidence that he did
so. He told us that there was a risk of the floor managers going to
Hall’s dressing room on an errand to deliver scripts, and from
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4.30pm in the Piccadilly building, the corridor past the dressing room
would be very busy and Hall would also be busy at that time.
However, in the evenings after the programme, there would be one
journalist and one secretary and hardly anyone else around as the
BBC bar closed at about 8.15pm. That would have given Hall the
opportunity to use the dressing room with a guest.
11.47

A distinction is made by some of the witnesses between the Oxford
Road premises and the Piccadilly premises, the Oxford Road
premises were more spread out and security was tighter than at
Piccadilly; the staff would not have been able to observe Hall’s
dressing room at Oxford Road as it was in an isolated area and a lot
further away from the staff than at Piccadilly.

According to Mr

Clarke, who told us about the showing of ‘blue movies’ at the
Piccadilly premises (Chapter 10, Part B(iv)), such movies would
have been very unlikely to have been shown at Oxford Road due to
developments in technology and the fact that there were no telecine
machines at Oxford Road.
11.48

It may be no coincidence therefore that, although the evidence the
Hall investigation has received suggests that the number of sexual
incidents at the BBC premises was equal between the two premises,
the descriptions of rumours heard by those who worked in the later
Hall years related in large part to the earlier years at Piccadilly, not
to events at Oxford Road.
b) Females procured for Hall

11.49

Mr Clarke said that back in the late 1960s or early 1970s, particularly
when It’s a Knockout was running, the gossip, largely from the
commissionaires, was that Hall “would be ‘auditioning’ the score girls
in his dressing room”. He personally had seen girls who could have
been score girls entering the building with Hall. If Mrs Hall came to
the BBC, the commissionaire would have to ring Peter Barlow, who
would lead the girls out. According to Mr Clarke, “auditioning” was a
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euphemism for “having sex with them”; everyone knew what Hall
was up to, Peter Barlow used to tell them. Ms McDougall agreed
with this and stated that her perception was that Peter Barlow was
procuring women for Hall. Mr Clarke told the Hall investigation that,
at Mr Barlow’s funeral, which Mr Clarke attended some years ago,
Hall, in his eulogy, referred to Mr Barlow protecting him (Hall) from
ravishing nubile young ladies over the years. Mr Clarke went on to
say that the staff had thought Mr Barlow procured females for Hall.
11.50

Other witnesses who were asked by the Hall investigation about Mr
Barlow procuring women for Hall did not recall this. However, the
Hall investigation has heard evidence to suggest that Peter Barlow
did try to procure females for Hall, thus providing some support for
Mr Clarke’s account. The evidence is that of CH17 (summarised at
paragraphs 8.7 - 8.9) in which the complainant describes a man who
introduced himself as “Peter, Stuart’s BBC floor manager”
approaching her at the end of a promotional event and telling her
that Hall had taken a fancy to her and was inviting her to join him for
a drink.

11.51

Moreover, more than one member of staff recalls rumours about
Peter Barlow hanging around and gathering women for Hall.
Winifred Robinson heard a rumour that “one of the [BBC] floor
managers who was a friend of Hall’s in the [It’s A] Knockout days”
used to procure women for Hall, but she did not take the rumour
particularly seriously.

We interpret a letter received by the Hall

investigation from Hall’s lawyers as implicitly denying the suggestion
that Mr Barlow procured women for Hall.
c) Awareness – during the Piccadilly era (up to 1981)
11.52

It has already been noted that there is no evidence that any BBC
personnel (apart from, possibly, Mr Barlow) had direct first-hand
knowledge of Hall’s sexual activity with his female visitors in his
dressing room (paragraph 11.45). We turn now to the evidence from
which a powerful inference may be drawn that there was,
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nevertheless, a high degree of awareness on their part of, at least,
the likelihood of this sexual activity, excluding that involving underage girls.
11.53

John Mapplebeck noted that, in the early days, Hall seemed to have
a mistress in the shape of a local beauty queen who occasionally
visited him in his dressing room in the late afternoon before live trails
or transmissions:
“I rather assumed that she didn’t just drop in for a cup of tea and
a chat, but she was a mature young woman who knew what she
was doing and my only concern would have been if it had
adversely affected Stuart’s work. Needless to say, it didn’t”.

11.54

Ms McDougall told the Hall investigation that:
“The thing was that people all believed, including me, that Stuart
was having sex of some kind with people in that room and they
talked and chatted about it and made jokes about it”.
In The Sunday Times article, she also said:
“All of us in the newsroom used to joke with Barlow about his
role in Hall’s social life [escorting the female guests in and out of
the BBC], but he just smiled and went on doing the batman
bit…Middle-aged female typists in the newsroom ‘tut-tutted’
about Hall’s behaviour, but they understood. It was what men
did if they got the opportunity, wasn’t it?”73

11.55

Paul Burden also noted that “there was mild tut-tutting about [Hall’s]
habit of entertaining women in his dressing room”.

11.56

Nicholas Hunter worked for the BBC in Manchester between 1966
and 1988. His late wife was a vision mixer on Look North in, Mr
Hunter believes, the late 1960s/early 1970s. Based on what she
had told her husband, Mr Hunter believes that she would have
agreed with Ms McDougall’s comments. Mr Hunter’s wife would not
go into Hall’s dressing room as “she said that ‘things that went on in
there were things that it was best not to be involved in’”. Hall’s room

73

L. McDougall, ‘He seemed unable to talk to any woman without touching her’, The Sunday Times, 5
May 2013.
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was out of bounds because from time to time he would entertain
women there.
11.57

AH2 told the Hall investigation about an occasion at the Piccadilly
studio when an elderly woman, who was to be interviewed on a
news programme, went to put on some make-up. On returning she
told those in the gallery that she had heard “some extraordinary
noises coming from the room next door”. She went on to say that “it
sounded as though ‘someone was being’ … then she came out with
a naughty word. In the gallery there was general laughter because
one of the staff said ‘Oh, Stuart was taking a woman round and I
thought he was going into that room’”.

11.58

Michele Brown, who used to stay overnight whenever she was
working the late shift at BBC Manchester in 1971, was offered the
use of a camp bed in the ladies’ cloakroom, possibly on the fourth
floor in Piccadilly. Whilst she did not see Hall go in or out of the
room, she was led to believe that he used it. She told us that she
would find the camp bed set up in the cloakroom and she recalls on
one occasion finding what appeared to be semen on the sheets.
She thought she mentioned this to others and the reaction would
probably have been “Oh, that’s just Stuart Hall”.

11.59

A journalist working in the Manchester television newsroom in the
late 1980s, AH6, described a cookery slot on North West Tonight
where Hall would be joined by guests and if they:
“were young and pretty, everyone would know that they would
not see Hall around before the programme as he would lock
himself in with them in his dressing room/green room…it was
known that [he] liked to entertain guests in his dressing room
and you would know not to go in there…it was a bit ‘nod, nod,
wink, wink’”.

11.60

Tony Williams, who joined the BBC in 1962, worked with Hall as a
film editor on Look North and as a production assistant on It’s a
Knockout and Jeux Sans Frontières. He said that everyone knew
that Hall met with ladies in the dressing room, but people never
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thought that they were under-age. He did not know what went on
behind the closed door as the door was locked.
11.61

Mr Delahaye explained how BBC personnel drew inferences from
what they saw and heard.

He said that there was talk in the

newsroom about Hall’s “dressing room activity”, it was “a supposition
that here is Stuart, there is a young woman and there is the dressing
room…[there] would be Stuart’s absences as well”, a “matter of
joining the dots, if you like”. Someone would ask where Hall was
and “another person would say ‘he’s in his dressing room’ and
people would laugh about it”. Hall did not do anything to correct the
assumption implicit in the joke.
11.62

According to Mr Snell, Peter Barlow, the floor manager, would
occasionally say the odd thing like “Stuart’s still in the dressing room,
he’s got a friend back from lunch”. Occasionally Mr Barlow “would
give you a nod and a wink” and say “‘Stuart will be along in a minute
but he’s with somebody at the moment’” which Mr Snell took to
mean “that there had been some form of horseplay, maybe, in
Stuart’s dressing room”, although he did not know whether that was
the case.

11.63

When Winifred Robinson became a presenter on the programme in
the late 1980s, she was trying to find a dressing room to use. She
tried the door to the dressing room but it was locked. She was told
by a floor manager or someone similar that the room was Hall’s
dressing room. One of the directors told her that sometimes Hall
took women to the dressing room and that was why Hall wanted his
own dressing room and why it was locked.

11.64

AH11 heard rumours of Hall entertaining women in his dressing
room and rumours of “kissing, cuddling and fondling”, but she heard
no rumours of Hall having sex there nor did she suspect that was the
case.
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11.65

According to Ms McGurran, AH1 told her about how girls used to
flock outside the stage door to see Hall and get his autograph. They
would be brought in by someone to see Hall in the dressing room,
where others knew not to enter. This information about the girls
came as a shock to Ms McGurran, who told a woman colleague at
the BBC of a similar age to herself about it.

Her colleague

responded “I know. I was one of them”, and when asked about her
age at the time, the colleague said she had been 13 years old.
There was no further discussion about the matter, but Ms McGurran
deduced from the circumstances, and from her colleague’s
expression, that a serious sexual assault might have taken place.
The Hall investigation invited AH1 and Ms McGurran’s female
colleague to assist, but they declined, leaving the investigation with
no confirmation or otherwise of the accuracy of the account.
However, the account accords with Mr Clarke’s evidence to the Hall
investigation that he had been told about a photograph of a naked
girl (“probably the head would be missing”) taken by someone in
Hall’s dressing room and shown around by Mr Barlow; the girl had
subsequently come to work in the newsroom.
d) Awareness – during the Oxford Road period (from 1981)
11.66

Mr Clarke recalls an incident when he went to collect Hall from his
dressing room.

Hall had his trousers down and was holding a

vibrating massager used for sports injuries in his hand. Cathy Smith,
who worked for North West Tonight from 1988 to 1992 at Oxford
Road, recalls hearing at the time about what must be this incident.
Hall was late for rehearsals and Mr Clarke went to fetch him. He
returned saying that he had found Hall in his dressing room with his
trousers down and a “vibrator” in his hand. He had not suggested
that there was anyone else in the room at the time. Corroboration of
the fact that Hall had a vibrating massager (which he used in his
dressing room) was provided by two of the complainant witnesses,
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namely CH3 and CH5.74 Mr Clarke said that Hall loved taking his
clothes off and he had seen him in a state of undress many times.
11.67

Olwyn Hocking worked for the BBC from 1981, for three months at
Piccadilly and then at Oxford Road until 1989; she told us that she
saw nothing untoward and would have been appalled if she had
come across Hall entertaining women in his dressing room; she
notes that she would have raised it with people further up the
hierarchy. Martin Henfield, a reporter, saw nothing untoward taking
place between Hall and the female staff at Oxford Road, neither did
a co-presenter also at Oxford Road. Jean Tetlow, who told of going
to Hall’s dressing room on a daily basis to place his post in the room,
did not see anything inappropriate in Hall’s dressing room. If she
had, she would have spoken to Hall or the assistant news editors
about it.
e) Conversations at Oxford Road about earlier events (during the
Piccadilly period)

11.68

Cathy Smith also said that everyone would talk about the old “It’s a
Knockout days” and about Hall and another crew member having “a
little black book of women they would contact when they were on the
road”.

11.69

Phil Sayer told the Hall investigation that there was general
conversation or rumour in the newsroom and “off-duty” that females
would be entertained in Hall’s dressing room. The attitude of the
staff was to shrug it off saying “That’s Stuart, that’s what he does,
that’s what he’s like” or “It’s none of my business what he does in his
own time”. These conversations related to the past (including It’s a
Knockout) and during the period he worked at the BBC. There was
“no talk ever that he was involved with people under-age”.

11.70

Mr Flinders did not work with Hall for very long, starting work at
Oxford Road in 1990/1991. He saw no inappropriate behaviour by

74

See paragraphs 6.20 and 7.7 respectively.
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Hall. However, as he got to know his colleagues, stories about Hall
from the past would come up when they were socialising. People
who had worked with Hall would say what a great character he was,
even some of the women. One of the female staff members told Mr
Flinders of an incident when Hall had opened his dressing room door
to her completely naked and asked her to come in.

She had

laughed at him and turned away. She described the incident as a
joke saying “It’s just Stuart Hall”. Subsequently another female staff
member told him a similar story.
11.71

It was the men who tended to talk about Hall’s womanising; Mr
Flinders said these anecdotes were just told as amusing stories.
The women were aware of that side of him as well.
“…the point at which it became an interesting story was the fact
that he was said to be entertaining these women at work. That
was the point, really. It wasn’t that it was with people who he
shouldn’t have been seeing or we didn’t even know who they
were”.
He was said to be entertaining women in his dressing room – “the
suggestion was that he was having sex with them”. There was noone else in BBC Manchester about whom similar stories were
circulated. Like the rumours heard by Mr Flinders, those heard by
Diana Mather related to the 1980s; they were to the effect that, if a
nice-looking girl came in to the BBC and gave Hall the eye, he would
take her up on her proposal.
f) The Press suggestion of BBC facilitation by provision of a dressing
room

11.72

Before we leave our examination of the evidence concerning Hall’s
dressing room, we should address a matter that was of concern to
many of the witnesses, namely what was seen to be a suggestion in
the press that the BBC provided a dressing room to Hall in which to
carry out his sexual dalliances and in some cases, as the evidence
shows, sexual abuse. Whatever the evidence of the awareness of
BBC personnel, including Management, of Hall’s conduct in his
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dressing room, there is no evidence whatsoever to support the
contention that the BBC provided him with a dressing room in order
to facilitate his sexual exploits or otherwise purposefully facilitated
them. As a presenter, Hall was entitled to the use of a dressing
room. Being the senior and possibly the most well-known presenter
at BBC Manchester, Hall had his own dressing room.
D

The awareness of Management of Hall’s sexual activities at the
BBC Manchester television newsroom

(i)

Staff perception of the awareness of Management

11.73

We heard from a number of witnesses that during the Piccadilly era
(until 1981), because of the proximity of Hall’s dressing room to the
offices of “Management” (Mr Colley and Mr German), Management
must have known something of Hall’s sexual activities. Michael
Delahaye said “I find it hard to believe…that Management wasn’t
aware, at least, of the rumours” about Hall’s activity for four reasons:
because of the compact geography of the place, because Hall’s
dressing room was just a few steps away from the offices of Mr
German and Mr Colley, because Mr German was backwards and
forwards into the newsroom, and because Mr Colley seemed friendly
with Hall. Mr Clarke was also of the opinion that Management must
have been aware that there were girls and women going in and out
of Hall’s dressing room because of the proximity of the rooms. The
building was not a big one, and, if the staff knew, Management knew
or at least ought to have known:
“I wasn’t the only one. Most people, a lot of people knew what
was going on. I mean, saying about Management should have
known, I mean, if I knew, and a lot of people knew, why on earth
didn’t they know?”
Mr Clarke told the Hall investigation of a comment made by Mr
German to Hall at a time when the move to Oxford Road from
Piccadilly was imminent. Mr German said “Are you getting a new
bed, Stuart?” to which Hall replied “Oh yes, I can’t take that one”.
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11.74

AH2 told us that the quips and jokes about Hall being “a bit of a lad”
were shared by Mr German, who had “no illusions about Stuart”. He
recounted that on one occasion a girl from the local grammar school
wanted to write an article about a celebrity, and Hall agreed to do it.
Mr German said that she should interview Hall in his, Mr German’s,
office because the newsroom was too noisy. However, Mr German
became concerned that it had been a mistake to let them use his
office because of the way Hall acted with the girl and the “glint in
[Hall’s] eye”.

Mr German asked witness AH2 to go in the room

under the pretext of looking for something, because of the concern
that Hall might do something inappropriate.

AH2 found nothing

untoward was going on, but Mr German, from what the witness knew
of him, shared AH2’s view that Hall could not be trusted with women
and needed watching.
11.75

On another occasion, witness AH2 saw Hall with a young woman
and a prominent footballer in the outer room of Mr German’s office
where the secretary worked. Hall indicated that he had to go and, as
he left,
“he sort of with his fingers gave like a V sign. He gave some sort
of sign and [the footballer] burst out laughing. I took it…I may be
wrong to take it…that it was something to do with the lady Stuart
was showing around”.

11.76

Ms McDougall told the Hall investigation that there were jokes
among the men in the newsroom about Hall having sex in the
dressing room. She told us that these were “lucky bugger” type of
jokes.

11.77

Mr Guest presumed that Mr Colley and Mr German knew but
allowed it to happen in order to keep Hall “sweet”.

11.78

Mr Sayer was of the view that Mr Colley and Mr German would have
been privy to the rumours about Hall’s womanising as the rumours
were so widespread.

Mr Duckenfield thought it unlikely that Mr
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German or Mr Colley were unaware of the women coming in to the
premises because everybody else in the building was aware of it.
11.79

Mr Snell took the view in relation to Mr Colley that he may have been
more aware of what was going on because “if you are a good
manager of a station…you’ve got your ear to the ground…you are
pretty well informed about everything that’s going on in this whole
area that you are in charge of”.

Mr Snell thought that, had Mr

German known that Hall was engaging in sexual intercourse with
women on BBC premises, he would have been “appalled” and
“upset” by it, and would have regarded such behaviour as
inappropriate because Mr German was a “very straight man”.
However, Mr Snell did not know if Mr German would have had the
courage to do anything about it, had he known.
11.80

Mr Ireland observed that Mr German would occasionally say “‘Oh, I
bet Stuart is out on the razzle again tonight’ or something like that”
although Mr Ireland “certainly never really discussed [this] with [Mr
German]”; but he made the point that gossip was more likely to be
picked up when you were more junior than when you became more
senior. AH3 held a similar view, saying that, although Hall probably
did conduct affairs at the BBC, he did not think that Mr Colley or Mr
German knew. This was because, in contrast to Mr Snell’s view of
Mr German, he thought that Management would not have thought
twice about slapping Hall down if he had done something wrong.

11.81

As we know, Oxford Road was different; there was plenty of gossip
about earlier times but little evidence that Management were aware
of Hall’s sexual activity in his dressing room.

(ii)

Ray Colley’s response

11.82

Mr Colley was given the opportunity to address the suggestion that
he knew about Hall’s activities on BBC premises. He made it clear
that sex on the premises was unacceptable and said this:
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“I had absolutely no knowledge of the hundreds of people that
worked there that any of them ever had sex on the premises…If
they had done, they would have faced the consequences. That
may not have necessarily meant the sack, but they would have
faced the consequences…If Stuart Hall had had sex on BBC
premises and I'd known about it, he would have been
disciplined.
Now, the extent of the sexual activities would have been relevant
to the discipline. If he'd done it once, I don't know what I'd have
done. I'd have certainly asked for advice about it from my boss,
from the personnel man. If he'd done it regularly, that would
have been another matter. I don't know what I would have done
because it never happened. Nobody ever told me that Stuart
Hall was having improper sex in his dressing room or any sex in
his dressing room.
Patently, it should not have happened. If it did happen and I'd
been told about it, it would have been sorted. I was more than
able to sort Stuart Hall. I did not fear him in any way. He was not
essential to my operation. What was essential was the people
who worked on it, Tom German, Freddie Knowles, Gordon
Tucker, the journalists in the newsroom, the girls that did the
typing, the girls that took the news reports over the telephone,
the cameramen, the engineering manager. They were the
people that mattered to Look North West. Stuart Hall was a
presenter and was entirely disposable”.
11.83

In relation to the closeness of his office to Hall’s dressing room, he
made the point that when he was in his office, the door was closed
and he had no idea whether his secretary was in her office or the
news editor was in his room or whether the dressing room was being
used.

11.84

Mr Colley denied hearing any rumours or gossip about ‘blue movies’
and “nieces”. 75

He also denied knowing that Jean Tetlow was

regarded by some in the newsroom as doing private work for Hall.76
He said this:
“Yes, I heard gossip about Stuart Hall…that he brought women
in and had sex with them in the dressing room…It was a
general sort of myth that floated around the place when I
arrived. I can't remember that anybody specifically told me, but
75
76

See paragraphs 10.43 and 11.38 onwards, respectively.
See paragraph 5.54 above.
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one gets to know the feel of a place and I think Tom German
might have told me.
Q. And what was your reaction to hearing that?
A. ‘No, he doesn't’, or, ‘No, he can't’.
Q. When you say, ‘No he doesn't, no he can't’, what do you
mean by that?
A. I mean that…well, if he's been doing it, he'd better stop
straightaway.
Q. Did you tell him that?
A. Absolutely.
Q. Will you tell us about that, please?
A. Yes. You see, the thing is that myths get built up in
broadcasting and Stuart took pride in being a philanderer, and I
discovered that within my first few weeks there, I heard the
rumours. Now, I've no idea what he did in the years before I
arrived. But I made it absolutely clear to him that if he had
behaved improperly in any way, he was not to do so in future. I
said, ‘It's not a good idea that you can go round bragging of
your conquests and you certainly may not behave improperly
on BBC premises’.
I can remember saying: ‘I cannot control and I do not seek to
control your behaviour outside the BBC, but I would be discreet
if I were you, but inside the BBC you will behave with absolute
propriety or you won't be inside the BBC.’
Q. And what was his reaction to that?
A. ‘Yes, Ray’.
Q. And how many times did you have cause to have that
conversation with him?
A. Only once, because it was a rumour, there was never any
evidence, nobody ever told me that they knew of it. It was just
the rumour that was floating around. It's very difficult to deal
with amorphous rumours. If anybody had ever said, ‘Stuart's in
his dressing room with a woman’, I'd have done something
about it. Nobody ever said. If anybody had ever said Stuart was
in his dressing room last night or last week, I'd have done
something about it. Nobody ever said he was.
Q. And did the rumours continue?
A. No. Well, they don't ever die, but I didn't hear anybody
saying anything about it until this inquiry was set up”.
Hall, through his lawyers, denies having received such a warning
from Mr Colley about having sex on BBC premises. Hall’s denial, if
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accepted, would put Mr Colley in a more difficult position, because it
would mean that he knew about the rumours concerning Hall, but
did nothing at all about them. However, Hall has not agreed to be
questioned directly despite requests and I am not in a position to
act on his denial.

The conclusions of the Hall investigation

regarding the awareness of Hall’s conduct by BBC personnel are
set out in the Hall investigation Conclusions – The Questions
Answered.
11.85

When questioned about whether he ever discussed the rumours of
what Hall was up to in his dressing room with anyone else, Mr Colley
replied:
“I discussed the rumours with both Tom German and Freddie
Knowles. I told them about the warning I had given Stuart Hall. I
explained that I had told him that such behaviour would be
absolutely unacceptable. They shared my opinion readily and
we agreed that if there was ever any evidence that the rumours
were true, disciplinary action would be taken. No such evidence
was ever received, by Tom, Freddie or by me”.

11.86

Mr Colley said that, from Hall’s reaction to what he had said, he got
the impression that Hall may well have had sex on the premises
before Mr Colley arrived at BBC Manchester, but “he [Hall] knew that
it would happen again after my arrival at his peril”. In Mr Colley’s
opinion, “the rumour was tackled resolutely” by his making clear to
Hall that he “would not tolerate improper behaviour”. Mr Colley knew
Hall was unfaithful to his wife but he was not interested in Hall’s
affairs. If Hall had been having sex in a dressing room, he would
expect to have been told. He emphasised that he would have had
no qualms in dealing with Hall:
“Now, Stuart Hall wasn't powerful, but he was famous and he
was a celebrity, and he was intelligent. He realised that his fame
sprung from his appearances on television and that if those
appearances ceased, his fame would disappear as well. He
knew that if he behaved badly or inappropriately, he would
jeopardise his career in broadcasting. He took great care to
appear to behave with absolute propriety. I have no evidence
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that he did behave improperly, but he would have made sure
that I would have been the last person to learn about any
inappropriate behaviour, because he knew what the
consequences would be.
To my knowledge, nobody else ever witnessed any
inappropriate behaviour on his part either. That was one point I
wanted to make sure. I mean, Stuart Hall was vulnerable, and he
never let on that he did anything that was improper”.
E

Awareness of staff and Management of Hall’s sexual activities
on BBC premises other than at the BBC Manchester television
newsroom

11.87

As we have already indicated, the focus of the Hall investigation has
largely been on the BBC Manchester television newsroom.
However, for the sake of completeness, and because evidence was
taken from witnesses who worked with Hall on other programmes,
we set out below the evidence concerning awareness of Hall’s
conduct by BBC personnel other than those working at the BBC
Manchester television newsroom. This evidence is also relevant to
the issue of awareness in the newsroom, it being unlikely that
personnel outside the newsroom would be aware of Hall’s sexual
conduct on the premises without those working in the newsroom
also being aware of it.

11.88

We start with Michael Alder who was Head of Regional Television
and Controller of the English Regions between 1970 and 1986. He
was in charge of eight regions including Manchester, and Mr Colley
reported directly to him. According to Mr Alder, Mr Colley raised no
personnel issues with him. Mr Alder visited Manchester regularly
and had meetings with Mr Colley and Mr German.

He had a

relationship with the line managers and their deputies and he knew
Hall, and the reporters and the presenters who worked in
Manchester. He described Hall as having a “very high personality”
and being a very engaging character.

He had overheard Hall

boasting in the newsroom about his female conquests. Mr Alder
thought at the time that it was “sheer bravado” and did not believe
him; he recalls saying to Hall, “those who claim the most do the
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least”. Mr Alder accepted that if he had made one mistake, it was to
misjudge Hall’s claims, but he stressed that at no time did any
member of staff, to his knowledge, approach Mr Colley nor did Mr
Colley approach him about any inappropriate behaviour by Hall.
11.89

Dr Stella Clarke CBE, a Governor of the BBC between 1974 and
1981 and one of the few female Governors at that time, told the Hall
investigation that she used to visit the BBC regions, including
Manchester, to meet and talk to the staff. She recalled that, during
one visit to BBC Manchester, she was talking to a small group of
people when Hall’s name was mentioned and one female said “I’m
not sure about him, he gives me the creeps”. This was not said to
Dr Clarke directly but in passing and possibly in connection with a
programme they were discussing.

Dr Clarke said “they were

obviously uneasy about him, and I think when that happens, it’s
nearly always sexual in some way”.

Dr Clarke thought it very

unusual for such a comment to be made in front of her as a BBC
Governor. However, she did not think it was extraordinary in those
days to find a man who would elicit that type of response.
11.90

So far as radio is concerned, the Hall investigation heard from Mr
Leonard and Mr Treadway, both of whom worked on The Stuart Hall
Show, a once weekly radio show which ran late at night during the
early to mid-1980s.

Mr Treadway, who was the production unit

head, recalled Hall having a mistress known as “Mrs Trubshaw”77 (a
pseudonym) who sometimes accompanied Hall to the studio and
waited in the green room while he was making the programme. Mr
Treadway said that this would not have happened in London where
the security was tighter, but everyone knew Hall, so Mr Treadway
doubted that the commissionaires would have challenged him about
bringing “Mrs Trubshaw” into the building: “I assumed she was
Stuart’s companion and was quite content to leave it at that…I knew
his reputation as a womaniser, I wasn’t surprised…but, you know, if
77

The Hall investigation has taken steps to identify “Mrs Trubshaw”, however we have been unable to
confirm her identity.
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you wanted Stuart, you got Mrs Trubshaw as well, it would appear”.
Hall had a reputation as “an incorrigible womaniser”. Mr Treadway
described the attitude of some of his male colleagues as being
“Good luck to him”. Mr Leonard also remembered Hall bringing “Mrs
Trubshaw” to the recordings.
11.91

What was known about Stuart Hall’s activities on location? Tony
Harrison worked on It’s a Knockout for one season in 1979 and
1980. On-site, the presenters would have a caravan; Hall had one
of his own which had a bed. Mr Harrison said women were like:
“bees round a honeypot. He liked women, you know. [He] liked
to be with women, he liked women around him…he was
unfaithful and everybody knew it”.
He knew of Hall’s infidelities: “I saw him with women other than his
wife knowing that they were sharing accommodation”, both caravan
and hotel in some cases. The women were in their twenties. “There
was a succession of faces I was aware of…it was all known that…he
regarded it as a kind of perk of the job”. He was with “perhaps three
or four different [women] over the course of a series”. Mr Harrison
got the impression that Hall was more than friends with one or two of
the make-up/wardrobe girls and score girls. Mr Harrison told the
Hall investigation about a “well-known” comment made by a
commentator on Test Match Special based in Manchester: “as long
as it’s got less than five legs, Stuart will have it”.

11.92

Mr Harrison explained that the BBC Club at Oxford Road was a
“rumour pit”. So far as the reaction of the BBC women to gossip
about Hall’s promiscuity was concerned, “they wouldn’t have
regarded it as being anything totally out of the ordinary for a certain
category of person within the BBC. There were people in the BBC
who regarded it as a good place to meet women”. He thought the
proportion was about 80% men, 20% women. The women were:
“disapproving but not in a way that…in any kind of strident way,
just kind of…accepting in as much as it was fairly normal, but it
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wasn’t…it wasn’t a norm that they liked, but it was a norm that
they jolly well had to put up with because that’s the way, you
know, people behaved”.
As far as comment from the men was concerned – “there would be a
certain amount of ‘I should be so lucky’ going on”.
11.93

On location, the attitude was that as it did not interfere with Hall’s
work and if he wanted to do it in his own time that was up to him:
“As far as one understood, these were women of the age of
consent, giving consent, and whether there was…it wasn’t my
place nor indeed, you know, was it normal as part of the BBC’s
attitude to people, to worry about their morals, you know. It was
purely a question of morality and therefore that was none of my
business”.

11.94

If it had come to Mr Harrison’s attention and that of his colleagues
that Hall was having sex with a woman in his dressing room on BBC
premises, he said:
“I think there would have been a reaction of sort of, without
sounding flippant, inappropriate use of BBC resources, but it
wouldn’t have been a sort of outcry or sort of anything that I felt I
should report to anybody...The more senior people would have
turned a blind eye to it…‘people in glass houses don’t throw
stones’…by which I mean that some of the senior management
were themselves not a moral example to young people…they
were up to it themselves…having affairs…I don’t mean on the
premises”.

11.95

Mr Harrison also pointed out that:
“one of the problems that increased as a producer was how little
you could be seen to be tough with…be disciplined with bigger
named stars, because they would go over your head and
complain about you to management”.

11.96

AH9, who worked on It’s a Knockout in the 1980s, used to see Hall
having drinks with women in the hotel bar after the show, but saw
nothing inappropriate, although he did hear rumours that Hall may
have fraternised with the score girls or women on the teams.

11.97

Caroline Cannon was a contestant on It’s a Knockout in 1975 when
she was 18. She was told by a costume girl in a jokey, informal
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manner

to

“watch

out

for

Stuart

Hall,

he’s

got

hands

everywhere…He’s a bit of a ladies man”. She had little contact with
Hall on the show. She shared a room in the hotel with teammates.
She could not remember socialising with Hall, saying that the score
girls/cheerleaders kept themselves to themselves.
11.98

Julie Mardell took part in It’s a Knockout in Mansfield in 1977 when
she was 17 years old. Although she had no problems with Hall, she
was warned by two male members of the BBC staff, responsible for
making sure that everything was arranged for the team, that she
should stay away from Hall. They told her about an incident when
they unexpectedly went to Hall’s home and witnessed naked young
girls running around. She was left with the impression from what
they said, that Hall was a “predator”.

11.99

Barney Colehan and Cecil Korer, who were the senior individuals on
It's a Knockout are now dead.

The only available evidence in

respect of any knowledge or action taken in relation to Hall and his
behaviour towards women is a series of memoranda. In a memo
dated 15 June 1973 from Derek Burrell-Davis, Head of Network
Production Centre, to Barney Colehan, Mr Burrell-Davis told Mr
Colehan that a comment had been made about Hall showing “an
unnecessary degree of familiarity, in particular with the females
concerned” in It’s a Knockout, and suggesting that Mr Colehan had a
word with him (Mr Burrell-Davis) with a view to talking to Hall
subsequently. Mr Colehan replied that he had “spoken repeatedly to
Hall about his annoying mannerisms”.

He thought that Hall’s

overfamiliarity was “due to his exuberant personality” and that Hall
did not “realise that he [was] behaving in this manner at the time”. Mr
Colehan went on to say that Hall was now “very well aware of his
mistakes”

and

Mr

Colehan

hoped

that

they

had

“been

eradicated…from anything he does in the future”. On 19 June 1973,
Mr Burrell-Davis replied enclosing comments from viewers who
complained of Hall’s “inane chatter” and his constant kissing of the
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girls. He indicated to Mr Colehan that Hall had to be warned that he
was “talk[ing] his way out of” the show. Mr Colehan responded, on
13 July 1973, that he had made Hall aware of the comments and
was “sure that there [would] be a general improvement in any future
programmes”.
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